Technical Information

ACRYLITE® Satinice WD85x
Enhanced light diffusing acrylic sheet for backlighting
Product

Benefits

The ACRYLITE® Satinice optimum light diffusion

ACRYLITE® Satinice provides the following

portfolio has been expanded and now offers four

outstanding properties:

additional grades with higher light transmission



Colorless diffusion significantly reduces color

and greater diffusion. Designed for architectural

shift of LEDs compared to pigmented

and linear LED lighting applications, these

materials (e.g. 2067, 7328, 2447, etc.)

superior ACRYLITE® Satinice specialty acrylic



grades are offered in various thicknesses
depending on your application needs.

High light transmission with outstanding
diffusion to eliminate LED hot spots



Four grades provide wide range of diffusion



Optics are consistent across all thicknesses



Matte surface provides better light scattering,
glare reduction and scratch resistance
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Increasing Light Diffusion

Product
Specifications

WD852 WD853 WD854 WD855
1.5, 2.0, 3.0

*Stocked Thickness (mm)

96” x 48”

**Standard Dimension
Lighting Properties
***Light Transmission % @ 2mm

92

85

79

72

****Half Angle @2mm

20

30

40

50

Recognitions (UL 94HB)
RTI90



f1 Outdoor



* Material can be manufactured in other thicknesses (minimums may apply)
** Material can be manufactured in other dimensions (minimums may apply)
*** Measurements recorded with BYK Gardner Haze Gard Plus machine
**** The angle having half the light intensity of a collimated beam shone through a sample perpendicular to the light source. Twice the
half angle is defined as the FWHM (Full Width Half Maximum)

Contact
Leonard Knies
Market Development & Sales Specialist
Light Management & Daylighting
Performance Materials / Acrylic Products
Phone: 862-309-0397
leonard.knies@evonik.com
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This information and all further technical advice is based on our present knowledge and experience. However, it implies no liability or
other legal responsibility on our part, including with regard to existing third party intellectual property rights, especially patent rights.
In particular, no warranty, whether expressed or implied, or guarantee of product properties in the legal sense is intended or implied.
We reserve the right to make any changes according to technical progress or further developments. The customer is not released from
the obligation to conduct careful inspection and testing of incoming goods. Performance of the product described herein should be
verified by testing, which should be carried out only by qualified experts in the sole responsibility of a customer. Reference to trade
names used by other companies is neither a recommendation, nor does it imply that similar products should be used.
Evonik is a worldwide manufacturer of PMMA products sold under the ACRYLITE® trademark in the Americas and under the
PLEXIGLAS® trademark in the European, Asian, African, and Australian continents. ©Evonik Cyro LLC. All rights reserved.
Printed in the USA.
Evonik Cyro LLC
299 Jefferson Road, Parsippany, NJ 07054 US
Phone +1800 631 5384
www.acrylite.net www.acrylite-shop.com
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